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Six-week strike by UAW
members put dent in General
Motors profits while earning
gains for union members.

Bone marrow recipient meets
his donor, thanks to mother's
membership benefits.
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Meijer Contract Negotiations Under way
The results of the Meijer
collective bargaining surveys
have been tabulated and
bargaining committees have
been formed as formal negotiations between UFCW 951
and Meijer have begun.
"I would like to thank all
the members at Meijer who
took the time to complete
their surveys," John Cakmakci,
UFCW 951 president and
chief negotiator for the talks,
said. "We received a record
number of completed surveys
which tells me members are
really engaged in the process
and gives us a solid understanding of members' top
goals for the negotiations."
The surveys showed members were universal in their
desire for increases in wages
and paid time off. Retail members also indicated a strong
desire to strengthen seniority
rights, especially in terms of

job assignments. Members
working in the Distribution
Centers indicated increases in
premiums as a priority. Additionally, third-shift workers
feel strongly that they should
receive the third-shift premium
for all hours worked.
"The membership was very
thoughtful and reasonable in
their survey responses and
have given the union's bargaining committee a clear
direction for these negotiations," Cakmakci said. "I look
forward to working with the
committees to achieve the
membership's goals."
Negotiations have begun
earlier than normal for a
contract that expires in August
of 2020 because the company
is looking to limit their pension
liability before their large
pension insurance payment is
due in February.
"Meijer froze the pensions

The UFCW 951 Meijer Contract Bargaining team for negotiations.

of all their non-union employees last year, and tried to get
the local to agree to freeze
members' pensions as part of
the buyout offered to longterm members in 2018," Cakmakci said. "We refused to
trade the buyout for a pension
freeze, and in the end were
still able to negotiate the buyout. However, we knew Meijer
would be coming after the
pension in our next contract
negotiations. Bargaining early
gives us leverage to negotiate
some equity for members in
exchange for freezing their
pensions."
If an agreement is reached
that freezes pensions prior to
February, Meijer will not have
to pay their pension insurance
bill and will be able to put
that money towards make up
difference in the retirement
packages of members impacted by the pension freeze.
"If we can't reach an equitable solution, then we will
recommend a rejection of the
final offer and return to the
bargaining table later in the
year," Cakmakci said. "But
at that point, our leverage
regarding pensions is lost as

The UFCW 951 bargaining team speaks with Meijer executives
during bargaining in November.

Meijer will have been forced
to pay their pension insurance
liability already. Therefore,
there is a strong incentive on
both sides to negotiate a fair
contract before February."
The local believes the
incentive is strong enough
for Meijer to meet members'
goals for meaningful wage
and paid time off increases
among other gains.
"Leverage is extremely
important in contract negotiations. Typically, a union's
greatest leverage is a strike
- which has been used very
effectively lately - but strikes
also come at a cost to the
workers," Cakmakci said.
"Meijer's desire to stop making pension contributions is
giving us some unique leverage that we intend to use to

secure contract gains."
Consistent with the local's
practice, details of the final
agreement will not be released until the contract vote.
There, members will have the
opportunity to review all of
the changes in the proposed
contract and have their questions answered prior to casting
their ballot.
"Voting will take place over
several days at numerous
locations across the state. That
way, all members will be able
to exercise their right to vote
on a contract that will establish their wages, benefits and
working conditions for the next
several years," Cakmakci said.

UFCW 951 FOUNDATION BOWL-A-THON RETURNS IN 2020
The member-favorite UFCW
951 Foundation Bowl-a-thon
is back in 2020 with 29
locations across Michigan,
including the Upper Peninsula.
The events will be held beginning on February 18 through

March 15, 2020.
The 2019 event raised over
$55,000 for the Foundation
which funds the scholarship
and reimbursement programs
and supports member fundraisers.

To bowl or sponsor bowlers in this next event, contact
your union representative at
1.800.999.0951. See your
bulletin board for exact
dates, times and locations of
the bowling events.

Fundraising Incentives

*The $40 entry fee is waived for teams that collect $100 or more in donations.

AMOUNT RAISED PER TEAM

PRIZE PER PERSON

PRIZE FOR TOP SCORES STATEWIDE

$100

Team Entry Fee Waived*

$250 Men's Team

$150

UFCW 951 Insulated Travel Mug

$250 Women's Team

$200

UFCW 951 Baseball Cap & Mug

$250 Co-Ed Team

$300

UFCW 951 Jacket, Cap & Mug

$250 Top Fundraising Team Statewide
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Members Only Benefits

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2019
FOURTH QUARTER SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

UFCW 951 congratulates the following winners of the 2019 third quarter UFCW 951
Foundation scholarship programs which assist members in various aspects of their lives.
Winners of the $750 Child Care Scholarships are Tiffany Montgomery Meijer #34,
Keri Nightingale Meijer #271 and Jillian Puriefoy Meijer #63.
Winners of the $500 Education Scholarships are Tyra Hunter Meijer #158, Hannah
Lockwood, child of Susan Lockwood Kroger #738, Taylor Stimson, child of Annette
Stimson Meijer #44, and Shannon Volz, child of Diane Volz Meijer #229.
The $100 Family Enrichment Scholarship winners are Toni Curry Meijer #311, Sara
Ingersoll Meijer #270, Amanda Rogalski Meijer #70, Christine Dozier Meijer #123 and
Monte Maynard Meijer #310.
The $250 Medical Reimbursement award winners are Jeanette Blizman Meijer #35,
Pacita Co Meijer #55, Jennifer Connor Meijer #243, Scott Knoll Meijer #20, Heidi
McBride Meijer #271, Christine Peruski Meijer #242, Heather Rappley Meijer #213,
Mabel Riggs Meijer #251, Amanda Spicer Kroger #887 and David Vogelar Meijer #248.
Winners of the $150 Utility Reimbursements are Glenda Alvarado Meijer #158,
Susan Boggs Meijer #271, Dantevius Branigan Meijer #52, Barbara Cramer Meijer
#210, Mariah Dance Meijer #56, Monica Garza Meijer #311, Tina Haneline Meijer
#244, Joanne Hendrick Meijer #47, Emerlisa Jones Kroger #852, Abigail Lee Meijer
#312, Jeremiah Litterell Meijer #221, Angela McClinton Meijer #231, Bernadine Palsey
Meijer #122, Rebecca Ruengert Meijer #248, Richard Scott Meijer #511, Katherine
Slater Meijer #188, Kenneth Soli Meijer #199, Jennifer Sponseller Meijer #22 and
Marcos Vasquez Meijer #20.
You can apply for these scholarships online at www.ufcw951.org/members/
scholarships, or contact the union office or your union representative at 1.800.999.0951
for a paper application.

"

I've only been with Meijer for about
six months and this is the only time I
have tried to apply for anything. [This
will help as] the money I would have had to
pay to my baby's daycare, [now I will] be able
to [use to] catch up on other bills to help out."

"

The union has helped improve
my mothers' salary over the 30
years she has been a member,
and improve the benefits she receives as
an employee. This award would mean
financial security in the coming academic
year, which is sorely needed."
— Education Scholarship Award
Winner Taylor Stimson, daughter of
Annette Stimson from Meijer #44
in Flint

My affiliation with the UFCW [951] affords me
benefits and protection that others before me have
made sacrifices for. For this I will always be grateful and never take for granted. I know that the union is there
for me. The award for the Utility Reimbursement Program
would help greatly to assist with high summer electric and
water bills."
— Utility Scholarship Award Winner Kenneth Soli from
Meijer #199 in Caledonia

"

UFCW [951] membership has given us the
guarantee of a good job with decent pay and
benefits. We just bought a new home and had
our first baby together. This award will go towards the
next utility bill. That would give us a little breathing
room financially."
— Utility Scholarship Award Winner Abigail Lee
from Meijer #312 in Grand Rapids
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UFCW 951 offers members
deeply discounted tax
preparation services and
free answers to tax filing
questions during tax season.
All services are provided
by certified public
accountants at Kushner,
Kippelman & Taub based in
Farmington Hills, Michigan,
the same firm that provides
services for UFCW 951.
Members can have
their federal and state
taxes completed by tax
professionals at the following
reduced rates: $50 with no
schedules, $100 with one
schedule or $150 with two or
more schedules.
Members who live in the
Farmington Hills area can
contact the accounting firm
directly at 1.248.626.5258

to schedule an individual
appointment.
Members living in other
parts of the state can
call Karin Hopman at
1.800.999.0951 ext. 110
to see if an appointment can
be arranged closer to their
home.
Members who complete
their own taxes using a web
application or software such
as Turbo Tax or Tax Cut can
call Kushner, Kippelman &
Taub for free answers to
their tax filing questions at
1.248.626.5258 or email
951tax@kcktcpa.com.
Finally, there is a mailin option available so
you don't have to meet in
person. Call their office at
1.248.626.5258 for more
details.

WIN A $25 GIFT CARD
TAKE THE VOICE OF 951 QUIZ

— Child Care Scholarship Award Winner
Jillian Puriefoy from Meijer #63 in Roseville

"

get help with your 2019 taxes

To be entered into a random drawing for one of five $25 gift
cards, correctly answer the following five questions, the answers
to which can be found in this edition of The Voice of 951.
Print your answers on a sheet of paper, along with your
name and employer, and mail it to UFCW 951; 3270
Evergreen Drive NE; Grand Rapids, MI 49525. Or email your
answers, name and employer to comm.team@ufcwlocal951.
com. Be sure to include "Voice Contest" in the subject line.
Entries must be received by January 10, 2020.

QUESTIONS:

1. How much money in lost production did General Motors
lose during the UAW strike?
2. A quarter raise every year of a 3-year contract puts how
much money in a full-time workers' pocket?
3. Which presidential candidates appeared at the UFCW
Forum in Madison Heights?
4. How many locations are there for the 2020 Bowl-a-thon
event that begins in February?
5. UFCW members handle what percentage of all hogs
slaughtered and processed in the U.S.?

WINNERS OF The Voice of 951 QUIZ
Sherry Brewer Meijer #209, Bobbie Mosley Meijer #259,
Matthew Schasser Meijer #205, Robert Wellman
Meijer #302 and Dawn Wilson Meijer #63.
We made a mistake by including a question that did not have the answer in the last
edition. The question was dismissed and only the first four questions were counted. We
regret the error and apologize for any inconvenience.

The Voice of 951

Volume: 15 Issue: 4
Official publication of United Food and Commercial
Workers Local 951, CTW & CLC
3270 Evergreen Drive N.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
John Cakmakci, President
Dave Way, Secretary-Treasurer
Karin Hopman, Recorder

News and Views

President's Message
DON'T BE FOOLED BY COMPANY TRICKERY
IN CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

JOHN CAKMAKCI

Where do your weekly
donations to the UFCW 951
Foundation go? Back to other
members! In 2018, $73,000
in scholarships was awarded
along with over $102,500

$186,178

As I write this, I am involved in
one of my most important duties
as your union president, contract
negotiations. Even before I
became president: I spent a
good portion of my 35-year
career with the local negotiating
contracts.
I have negotiated first contracts
with employers who were still
stinging from the fact their employees organized a union and
were using negotiations as one last chance to bust the union.
I have negotiated contracts with employers on the brink of
bankruptcy and with those who were enjoying record-breaking profits. I have bargained contracts in numerous sectors
including retail, transportation, warehousing, food processing,
health care and finance. I have negotiated contracts where
the bargaining unit was less than 10 members to a bargaining
unit of over 30,000. I have sat across the bargaining table
from some very difficult individuals and others whom I admire.
I have seen a great deal of variety in my three plus decades as a contract negotiator, but there is a commonality to
all of these negotiations -- employers want to leave negotiations with a new contract that costs them as little as possible -and will employ a variety of techniques to achieve this goal.
Having been through countless negotiations, I, like most
experienced negotiators, know just about all of the companies' tricks. It's hard to fool us, which is why employers will try
to trick their workers into believing they are receiving a better
deal than they are actually being offered.
A classic example of this attempted trickery is the lump sum
bonus versus base rate wage increase scenario. Employers
know that in the long run a base-rate wage increase will cost
them more than a lump sum bonus, which is why they try to
pass off bonuses to their workers as a great option. They will
present an offer that includes a bonus and try to rally the
workforce around the idea of what this bonus can do for them
right now. They get workers excited thinking about what they
could do with a $500 bonus: pay off some bills, make a large
purchase, take a trip. They present the bonus as extremely
attractive and exciting, implying that of course it is a much
better option than a tiny 25 cent base-rate increase. That is,
until you do the math!
I have had numerous bargaining committees and hundreds
of individual members advocate for the bonus, until we do the
following math comparing a $500 bonus to a 25 cent baserate increase each year of a three-year contract.
A full time employee works 2,080 hours a year. So in the
first year of the contract, the 25 cent per hour increase puts an
additional $520 in their pocket: 2,080 X .25 = $520.
The second year of the contract, the worker adds another
25 cents to the first year's 25 cent increase for a new increase
of 50 cents per hour or $1,040 for the second year of the
contract.
The third year of the contract, the worker adds another 25
cents to their 50 cent wage increase for a new increase of 75
cents per hour or $1,560 for the third year of the contract.
In total, the three 25 cent increases resulted in an additional
$3,120 in pay -- $2,620 more than the $500 bonus.
The value of the base-rate increase is that each increase is
added to the previous increase as opposed to the worker who
received a bonus. A full-time worker earning the top rate of
$15 an hour who receives a $500 bonus is still earning $15
at the end of a three-year contract. A worker who received a
25 cent increase each year of a three-year contract is earning
$15.75 at the end of the contract and earned $3,120 in wage
increases over the contract's term.
Now apply this scenario to an employer with 25,000 workers. The $500 bonus cost that employer $12.5 million while the
base-rate wage increases costs the employer $78 million or
$65.5 million more than the bonus!
Employers know exactly how quickly those "little" base-rate
wage increases add up, which is why they work so hard to
convince workers that a bonus is a good deal. Now that you,
too, know how valuable those base-rate wage increases are,
please help your union educate your coworkers so they aren't
tricked into accepting a bonus instead of a wage increase.
United we bargain, divided we beg!

HOW YOUR 951 FOUNDATION DONATION
STACKS UP SO FAR IN 2019

Donated to
members
through
fundraisers and
scholarships
so far in 2019

raised for members through
workplace fundraisers. With
your generous donations, we
are on our way to surpassing
that goal in 2019. This column
shows how your donations

UFCW 951
FOUNDATION
CHILD CARE
SCHOLARSHIP

help members.
See page 2 for a list of the
2019 third quarter Foundation scholarship winners.

$9,000
Awarded in Child
Care Scholarships

$10,000
Awarded in
Education Scholarships

$2,000
Awarded in Family
Enrichment Scholarships

$10,000
Awarded in Medical
Reimbursements

$12,000
Awarded in Utility
Reimbursements

$30,000
Awarded in College
Scholarships

$113,178
Donated to members through workplace fundraisers

UFCW International suing USDA
to stop pork line speed rule
The United Food and
Commercial Workers
International (UFCW) joined
with Public Citizen and UFCW
Locals 663, 440 and 2 to
file a federal lawsuit in the
United States District Court
in the District of Minnesota.
They are seeking to stop the
United States Department
of Agriculture's new swine
slaughter modernization
rule which eliminates the
line speed limits in pork
slaughter plants and turns
food inspection over to the
companies that produce it.
"Thousands of our members
work hard every day in
America's pork plants to help
families across the country put
food on the table. Increasing
pork plant line speeds is not

only a reckless giveaway
to giant corporations, it will
put thousands of workers
in harm's way," UFCW
International President Marc
Perrone said. "This new rule
would also dramatically
weaken critical protections
that Americans depend on
to be able to select safe,
healthy food to feed their
families every day. The
safety of America's food
workers is not for sale and
this lawsuit seeks to ensure
this dangerous rule is set
aside and these companies
are held accountable."
The Modernization of
Swine Slaughter Inspection
rule removes all limitations on
line speeds in hog slaughter
plants which will endanger

the health and safety of tens
of thousands of workers in the
hog slaughter industry.
Even at current line
speeds, swine slaughter and
processing workers face
many job risks that can lead
to severe injury, illness and
death.
There is no evidence that
line speed increases can be
done in a manner that ensures
food and worker safety.
UFCW International
represents about 250,000
workers in the meatpacking
and food processing
industries and 30,000
workers in pork plants. UFCW
members handle 71 percent
of all hogs slaughtered and
processed in the United
States.
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uaw strikE costS general motorS $2 billion in lost production
In September, 48,000
members from the United
Auto Workers across the
country went on strike.
The six-week strike, from
September 15 through
October 25 ended when
a four-year contract was
ratified between the UAW
and General Motors.
The longest automotive
strike in 50 years was a
big win for the UAW.
The strike cost GM nearly
$2 billion in lost production
and $1 billion in lost
wages.
The contract guarantees
higher wages, signing
bonuses, annual raises
(a 3% pay raise and a
4% lump sum increase in

alternating years) and an
easier path to permanent
employment for temporary
employees. Of the 48,000
workers that went on strike
across the country, over
14,000 workers were in
Michigan.
UFCW 951 aided
striking workers on the
picket line. Through the
UFCW 951 Foundation,
basic toiletries was
provided to UAW strikers
in Flint, Lansing and
Saginaw.
"I want to thank UFCW
951 for the support that
they've shown for our
community and the people
within our community,"
United Way of Saginaw

County Labor Liaison Steve
Lamb said.
Members also stood on
the picket line with UAW
strikers in Bay City.
"This is a huge help,"
UAW 668 member
Candice Izzo said of the
donations. "We have a
lot of temporary workers
who obviously make less
than the rest of the plant.
They are in great need.
We've had an outpouring
of support whether they
come down to our line and
deliver us food, they hold
the sign and walk with us
they are putting it out there
on social media that they
support us."

UFCW 951 members and UAW members picketing in Bay City.

From left, Steve Gruener, UAW Local 659 President; Terry Nix, Food Bank
of Eastern Michigan Director of Outreach; Teresa McGinnis, United Way
of Genesee County UAW Labor Liaison and Alice Perreira, UFCW 951
Community Services Coordinator.

401(k) plans are an adaptable
option to save for retirement

UFCW 951 Foundation's drop-off of donated items for Saginaw area
UAW members. From left, Curt Hecht, Hidden Harvest Recipient Agency &
Warehouse Coordinator; Deana Barajas, UAW 668 member; Steve Lamb,
United Way of Saginaw County Labor Liaison; Alice Perreira, UFCW 951
Community Services Coordinator and Candice Izzo, UAW 668 member.

UAW and UFCW 951 members
picket in Bay City during the
UAW nationwide strike from midSeptember through late October.

Jeanne BellaK shines among
great steward team at Meijer #63
Although Jeanne Bellak
has been a steward at
Meijer #63 in Roseville for
just over two years, in that
time she has proven herself
to be a valuable member
of the effective steward
team at the store.
Bellak has been a UFCW
951 member for over 30
years, and the experience
she has gained
in that time as a
union member and
team member at
Meijer allows her
to relate well to
the members she
serves.
As a newer
steward in a
store with several
dedicated and
experienced
stewards, Bellak has
worked diligently to learn
the skills necessary to
become an integral part
of the team. From year to
year she continues to grow
in her capabilities as a
steward.
“Jeanne’s growth through
her first years as a steward
has been incredible. The
improvement that she
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had shown from when she
first took on the role of
steward through the end
of her first year has been
some of the best that I’ve
ever seen,” according
to Union Representative
Brad Wilson, who was the
representative at the store
when Bellak first became
a steward. “I’m proud of

"

member. Another of her
strengths as a steward
is how she handles
grievances. Jeanne has a
record of achieving good
results for members in
grievance meetings.
“The stewards at Meijer
#63 are well connected
with one another and
work together effectively

Having access to a steward
gives members a sense that
somebody is available to help
them out, answer their questions or speak
with management for them when they
feel that they can’t. I’m proud to be a
steward and always will do my best to
represent the members at my store."
— Jeanne Bellak from Meijer #63 in
Roseville.

the work that she has done
and the way that she has
fit into the steward group
at Meijer #63!”
Bellak regularly
welcomes new members
to the store during
orientations where she
does an excellent job
educating them about
the union and the value
of being a UFCW 951

to ensure that the needs
of the members at their
store are taken care of,”
Michelle Nickson, current
union representative
at Meijer #63, said.
“Jeanne continues to be an
important part of the team.
She does a wonderful job.”

A 401(k) plan is an
employer-sponsored
retirement account that
individuals can choose to
contribute to. Most UFCW
951 members have the
option to participate in a
401(k) as part of their
union contract.
In traditional 401(k)
plans, contributions
are made pre-tax and
investment earnings are
taxed as income when
the funds are withdrawn,
usually after you have
retired.
A 401(k) plan can offer
union members increased
flexibility when it comes
to saving for retirement.
Members have the option
to choose if, or when they
want to begin contributing
to a 401(k) plan, and
also have more freedom
to decide how much they
will contribute. Employee
contributions are generally
made through payroll
deduction.
While not required,
employers may contribute
to 401(k) accounts for
employees with or without
a contribution from the
employee, or they may
match the employee's
contribution up to a
certain percentage of the
employee's earnings. Of
the UFCW 951 members
who have a 401(k) plan
as part of their contract,
most include some type of
employer contribution.
There are many benefits
to contributing to a 401(k)
plan. Participants have
more control over how
and where their money is
invested than they would
with a pension plan. When
changing jobs, an employee

may be able to withdraw
the money, roll it over into
an IRA, leave it with their
former employer or move
the money into their new
employer's 401(k) plan.
There are also certain
circumstances in which an
employee may withdraw
funds from a 401(k) plan
before they are retired,

such as to cover an
emergency, medical bill or
even for a down payment
on a house. However, in
a traditional 401(k) plan,
withdrawing funds before
the age of 59 and a half
will result in tax penalties
unless the employee
is deemed totally and
permanently disabled.
There are some risks
involved with investing
in the stock market, and
401(k) plans are not
immune to those risks. While
there is no cap on the
earnings of an individual's
401(k) account, there is
also no floor. A 401(k)
plan is subject to stock
market fluctuations, and it is
possible for investments to
lose money. Members are
responsible for managing
their investments.
If you have questions
about 401(k) plans, contact
your union representative
at 1.800.999.0951.

A Union that Works For You

MEMBER WRONGLY FIRED FOR PAPERWORK ERROR
Every day and in a variety of ways, UFCW 951 works to make members’ lives better. The
following are recent examples of your union at work.
My union representative, Russell, stayed
on top of everything. I'm positive that I'm
not the only one this has happened to,
and my advice to other members is to
keep all paperwork so you always have
proof." — Kyle Johnson
Kroger #793 in Okemos

MEMBER FIRED BY COMPANY FOR DOCTOR'S PAPERWORK ERROR
UFCW 951 member Kyle Johnson from Kroger #793 in Okemos was fired for not turning
in medical leave documentation that was being withheld by his doctor.

Union Solution: The union filed a Step

Non-Union Workplace: Non-union

2 grievance. Johnson had kept a very detailed record of the numerous phone calls
and other communication he'd had with his
doctor requesting the paperwork be sent to
the company. This enabled the union to prove
that Johnson had done everything possible to
follow company procedure and successfully
argue that he should be reinstated with full
seniority and benefits.
"My union representative, Russell, stayed on
top of everything. I'm positive that I'm not the
only one this has happened to, and my advice
to other members is to keep all paperwork so
you always have proof," said Johnson.

employees would have no union representative to fight for them when they have
been unjustly fired. In this case, the company
insisted it was the worker's fault, and didn't
give him the chance to explain his side of
the story.
It was at the union's grievance meeting
that the company was forced to see that
the worker did everything correctly, and the
doctor was at fault. At a non-union employer there would be no grievance meeting
and the worker would have no avenue to
prove his case in an effort to be reinstated.

THE

UNION ADVANTAGE
#UNIONADVANTAGE

2019 totals
One of the many reasons it PAYS to be a union
member is the union contract! UFCW 951 stewards
and union representatives enforce the union
contract to the membership's benefit. Here is a
summary of what UFCW 951 has achieved for
members through the enforcement of the contract
so far in 2019:

758

Settled
Grievances

UNION GETS MEMBER BACK TO WORK WITH OVER $9,000 IN BACK PAY
A 23-year member was unjustly terminated after accidentally touching a customer while
on the job.

Union Solution: The union representative

Non-Union Workplace: A non-union

filed a Step 2 grievance after being
contacted by the member's parents. A
grievance meeting was held and the
company agreed that they were in the wrong.
They returned him to work with no break in
seniority and $9,295 in back pay. The
member was very grateful that the union was
able to resolve the issue.

employer does not need a reason to fire
workers. Non-union workers are considered
"at-will" employees, meaning the company
can fire them for any reason or no reason
at all. It is the union contract that requires
just cause for termination, and it is the union
representative who will go to bat for a
worker when they have been wronged by
their employer.

STEWARD GROUP QUICKLY CORRECTS SAFETY HAZARD
Members noticed pallets that were not properly wrapped and hanging over the racks they
were on, which created a safety hazard for those working around it.

Union Solution: The group of union stew-

Non-Union Workplace: A company is not

ards at the company called management to
tell them about the problem. Management
had someone come and wrap the pallet right
away, ensuring that no one would be hurt on
the job.

required to fix a problem unless it's a direct
violation of a health and safety law. Nonunion workers may be forced to work in
unsafe conditions in order to keep their job.
Having access to union stewards is one of
the many benefits of a union contract.

MEMBER SENT HOME TWO HOURS INTO HIS SHIFT

203

Full-Time
Jobs Secured

91

Members
Returned to
Work
$76,011

A UFCW 951 member was sent home only two hours after showing up for his shift.

Union Solution: The union steward filed

Non-Union Workplace: Management

a Step 1 grievance since the union contract
doesn't have to have a reason for sending
guarantees all members four hours of work.
a worker home early. There would be no
Human resources at the company was made
union contract to guarantee hours to the
aware of the issue and fixed the problem
worker. They would be forced to accept any
right away. The member was paid for the
hours they receive, however few it might be,
hours he was unable to work, a total
or find employment elsewhere.
of $109.
Remember, each grievance is unique and subject to the terms of a specific contract. Situations
may be resolved differently under other contracts. However, if you feel your contractual rights
have been violated, contact your union representative immediately.

Back Pay Recovered
for Union Members
PG.5
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2019 THIRD QUARTER GIVE-A-WAY PRIZES AWARDED
Darryll
Boggs
Meijer
#260

Erica
Chapman

" "

— Demarris Harris from Meijer

The Membership Matters
program is awesome. I
never thought that I would
win anything, but you know, it
really gives me incentive to put my
application in again for it. It makes
me feel like I really matter and that
I do have a chance.”

— Wendy Lawrence from Meijer
#53 in Waterford, winner of the
$500 Best Buy Gift Card

#158 in Grand Rapids, winner of a
$500 Back to School Shopping Spree
in July

Meijer
#55

"

I’m going to need
new tires before the
winter…I’ve even
already begun the process
of pricing them out. This
brought tears to my eyes! I’m
speechless!"

They should join [the union]!
For real, I’ve been telling
them. I don’t know if they
all have here yet, but I think they
should. When I found out I won, I
was excited. I couldn’t believe it!

— Mary Marin from Rite Aid #1615

— Sandra Karr from Harding's

in Lansing, winner of the $500 Amazon
Gift Card

AUGUST WINNERS

#383 in Bangor, winner of the
$500 Belle Tire Gift Card

SEPTEMBER WINNERS

WEEKEND IN TRAVERSE CITY:
Darryll Boggs, Meijer #260
$500 AMAZON GIFT CARD:
Mary Marin, Rite Aid #1615
UNION JACKET:
Erica Chapman, Meijer #55
Shawn Gudbergsson, Meijer #89

$500 BELLE TIRE GIFT CARD:
Sandra Karr, Harding's #383
$500 BEST BUY GIFT CARD:
Wendy Lawrence, Meijer #53
UNION JACKET:
Leslie Lower, Polly's #16
Jeriamia Salisbury, Meijer #310

2020 MEMBERSHIP MATTERS GIVE-A-WAY ENTRY FORM
To enter, complete this official entry form in its entirety. Place an “X” in the box next to each prize you want to win. You can choose multiple prizes, as you
can win more than one prize in 2020. Submissions must have at least one box checked to be entered in the giveaway. Mail this form to Membership
Matters Give-a-Way; UFCW 951; 3270 Evergreen Dr. NE; Grand Rapids, MI 49525. This entry form is also available online at www.ufcw951.org/members/
MembershipMattersGiveaway. SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL LIST OF RULES AND CONDITIONS.
Entry deadline: December 6, 2020. ONLY ONE ENTRY FORM PER MEMBER. If you submit more than one entry form, only the first form received will be
entered in the giveaway.
Legal Name ______________________________________________________ Employer ___________________________________ Unit # ___________________
Street Address ____________________________________________________ City ___________________________________ State _______ Zip Code ________
q cell

Telephone Number (_____)________________________ q home Email ____________________________________________________ Jacket Size ____________

JANUARY

q $1,000 Art Van Furniture Gift Card
q Roomba 600 Series iRobot Vacuum
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

FEBRUARY
q $500 Kay Jewelers Gift Card
q Bose Solo 5 Soundbar
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

MAY

q Charter Fishing Experience
(Member and up to three guests)

q Home Improvement Helper
($500 Home Depot gift card for supplies and/or
professional installation and repair services)
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

JUNE

MARCH

q $500 Omaha Steaks Gift Card
q A Day/Night on the Town

(Includes four box seat tickets and $150 Visa gift card for
food, gas and incidentals)

(Includes $300 Ticketmaster gift card and $150 Visa gift
card for food, gas and incidentals)
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

q Detroit Tigers Ticket Package

q Powerbeats3 Wireless Headphones
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

JULY

APRIL

($500 Visa gift card, two winners)

q Weekend at Frankenmuth Bavarian Inn
(Includes accommodations at the Bavarian Inn and
$150 Bavarian Inn Restaurant Gift Card)

q Air Fryer with Gourmet Accessory Kit
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

q Back to School Shopping Spree
q Dell Inspiron 2-in-1 Laptop
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

SEPTEMBER
q Auto Repair

($500 Discount Tire gift card)

q $500 Amazon Gift Card
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

OCTOBER

q Holiday Shopping Spree
($500 Visa gift card, two winners)

q Fitbit Versa
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

NOVEMBER

q 60” Smart TV
q $400 Delta Air Lines Gift Card
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

DECEMBER

q $5,000 Dream Vacation Package
(Customized by a travel agent for your family)

AUGUST

q Michigan International Speedway Experience

(Includes accommodations and $150 Visa gift card
for food, gas and incidentals)

q Union Jacket (Two winners)

q Weekend for Four at Boyne Mountain Resort
q $400 Dick’s Sporting Goods Gift Card
q Union Jacket (Two winners)

(Taste of Speed Package that includes 3 laps on the race
track)

Winners must be UFCW 951 members in good standing at the time of the award. Winners who leave the union will forfeit any outstanding portion of their award. UFCW 951 is not
responsible for any part of the award that is lost or stolen or for any damage that may result. For official rules and regulations, visit www.ufcw951.org/members/MembershipMattersGiveaway.
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The Union Advantage
member's son, a bone marrow recipient, meets his donor in emotional embrace
Kyle needed
to find a human
leukocyte antigen
(HLA) match in the
bone marrow. A
transplant would
prevent Kyle
from contracting
myelodysplastic
syndrome, which
Kyle Tanner, left, with his mother Mary and
is a precursor to
bone marrow donor Manuel Suilmann, of
acute myeloid
Germany.
leukemia, a form
When Kyle Tanner was
of cancer that
diagnosed at 16 with
produces an abnormal
Fanconi anemia, a rare
amount of blood cells.
disease that results in the
In order to receive the
decreased production of
transplant, Kyle was able
all types of blood cells he
to receive treatment at the
knew he had a long fight
University of Minnesota
ahead of him.
Medical School.
His mother, Mary Tanner,
"UFCW 951 has helped in
a 37-year UFCW 951
Kyle’s journey by providing
member at Meijer #45
college scholarships, utility
in Adrian, was able to be
scholarships, medical
with him throughout his
scholarships, a fundraiser
travels from Michigan to
at Meijer #45, job
Minnesota.
security and great medical

benefits," Mary said.
After six years of waiting
for a match, a donor was
found, and in February
of 2017, Kyle received
a transplant from Manuel
Suilmann of Germany,
who he did not know when
the donation occurred.
But when the first bone
marrow transplant wasn’t
enough, Suilmann selflessly
donated a second time,
only a few weeks after the
first donation. The second
donation was enough for
Kyle to recover.
“I feel like the days
leading up to transplant
day were full of
anticipation, and the actual
transplant was rather
uneventful,” Kyle said. “I
think it seeming and feeling
uneventful was a good
thing, because the days
and months following the
transplant were the most

difficult.”
Not long after the
transplant, he was
diagnosed with graft vs.
host disease (GVHD) which
occurs when the body
recognizes the donor cells
are foreign and attacks
them. He was diagnosed
with bacterial meningitis
and has been treating it for
the past two years.
When he finally
recovered, Kyle made
another trip back to the
University of Minnesota and
onto the field of TCF Bank
Stadium. It was on the field
that he and Suilmann were
able to meet each other in
an emotional embrace for
the first time.
The meeting happened
between the first and
second quarter of the
homecoming football game
between Minnesota and
Illinois.

“Meeting Manuel was
like seeing your newborn
baby for the first time,”
Mary said. “I now have
another son. I also want to
encourage people to get a
swab kit from Be The Match
and get on the registry.”
Kyle, Mary and Manuel
spent the rest of the
weekend together and still
stay in contact, despite
living on two different
continents.
Kyle is much improved but
it will battle health issues
for the rest of his life.
“I had quite a few
complications following my
transplants and I would
say it has taken all of the
two-and-a-half years since
my transplant (to recover),"
Kyle said. "I wouldn’t
have imagined all of the
opportunities I’ve had to
discuss my story on a larger
platform."

roger adams named driver all-star by national private truck council
In mid-September, Roger Adams
a truck driver for Meijer, was
one of just 23 private-fleet truck
drivers to be awarded the highest
honor by the National Private Truck
Council (NPTC). Adams, a truck
driver for 44 years and a 37-year
UFCW 951 member was named
a National Driver All-Star at the
NPTC’s National Safety Conference
in Orlando, Florida, which was held
September 11-13, 2019.

Because Adams met specific
measures including customer
service, safety, compliance with
company standards, regulatory
compliance and community service,
he earned the nomination and the
award.
“Roger is the epitome of what
hard work and dedication looks
like," UFCW 951 President John
Cakmakci said. "His efforts both
on and off the road have not gone

UFCW 951 member
Roger Adams, of
Meijer #511 in
Lansing, receives
his award from the
National Private
Truck Council at the
NPTC's National
Safety Conference
in Florida in
September.

unnoticed, and this award proves
how important he is as a UFCW
951 member."

Adams, who is a UFCW 951
steward and Executive Board
member, said he was humbled to
receive the award.
“I was on the safety committee,
I was on the accident review
committee, and a few years ago, I
became a union steward,” Adams
said. “It’s not just about driving
your truck, it’s about being a good
citizen. I told these guys I was very
humbled.”

CONGRATULATIONS 2019 THIRD QUARTER UFCW 951 ABC DRAWING WINNERS
The third quarter winners for the 2019 UFCW 951 Active
Ballot Club drawings have been announced and are listed
below. All UFCW 951 members who donate at least $1 a week
to the Active Ballot Club (ABC) are entered into a drawing to
win a $25 gift card. Winners from each of the local’s three
geographic regions are randomly selected each quarter.
The ABC provides members with protection against antiunion politicians by supporting pro-worker candidates:
Democrats, Republicans and Independents. Contributions to the
ABC help workers level the political playing field by activating
and amplifying their political voice. For more information about
this and other ABC contests, contact your union representative.

Camie Gallagher
Rite Aid #1529
Western Region

Salman Abu-Hamad
Meijer #32
Eastern Region
Thomas Wade
Kroger #738
Central Region

EASTERN REGION

Salman Abu-Hamad Meijer #32, Shane Adrian Meijer #883, Marcello Alcamo Meijer #65, Joycelyn Alexander Meijer #65, Katherine Allison Meijer #70, Valerie Blitz Meijer
#227, Richard Bruske Meijer #881, Jennifer Carlson Meijer #208, Michele Chavez Meijer #122, Tanesha Childress Meijer #268, Brendan Coakley Meijer #173, Jennifer
Connor Meijer #243, Roshawn Cook Meijer #67, Lucas Dickinson Meijer #245, Henry Dotson Meijer #278, Bernice Dudley Meijer #245, Dawn Dugray Meijer #123, Linda
Ernest Meijer #67, Gloria Goe Meijer #231, Anthony Goshay Meijer #286, Debra Gratrix Meijer #35, Ryan Gunns Meijer #145, Derian Hicks Meijer #72, Susan Kurzatkowski
Meijer #222, Richard Lemenu Meijer #105, Tamika Luckey Meijer #268, Thea Menendez Meijer #122, Tarrence Metzler Meijer #268, Kevin Miller Meijer #68, Todd Mucha
Meijer #229, Lucas Newcomb Meijer #185, Michelle O'Brien Meijer #242, Michelle O'Donnell Meijer #65, Richard Odell Meijer #229, Andrew Schmandt Meijer #72, Joseph
Schmitt Meijer #227, Garrett Stockton Meijer #72, Nichole Thompson Meijer #53, Andrew Wilgocki Meijer #70

CENTRAL REGION

Jeffrey Barker Meijer #511, James Budd Meijer #25, Taylor Melanie Bujouves Kroger #738, Ronda Cavender Polly's #16, Kelly Cooke Meijer #210, Daniel Cooper Meijer
#56, Talia Laura Davis Kroger #888, Mary Deska Meijer #187, Chiquita Dudley-Cooper Meijer #29, April Edwards Meijer #48, Grant Elliott Meijer #140, Angel Faust Meijer
#253, Samantha Hart Meijer #25, Josh Hathon Rite Aid #4232, Thomas Hitchcock Meijer #48, Sally Hoag Meijer #253, Shandell Hobart Kroger #681, Henry Ivory Meijer
#89, Roger Kelley Meijer #92, Sarah A. Keyes Kroger #680, Jean King Meijer #194, Adam Kotlark Meijer #210, Morenia Merrow Meijer #270, Eric Mertz Meijer #85, Michael
Miller Meijer #213, Michael Prevo Meijer #213, Ricky Robinson Kroger #887, Maria Rouse Meijer #213, Amanda Sanchez Meijer #44, Maria Sandoval Meijer #44, Austin
Schultheiss Meijer #42, Dennis Sexton Meijer #113, Beverly Lucille Shortz Kroger #680, Ashley Spotts Kroger #681, Jon Surgeson Meijer #48, Kari Vent Kroger #888, Thomas
Wade Kroger #738, Rhonda Wojcik Meijer #187

WESTERN REGION

Katelyn Abner Meijer #20, Amanda Jean Armstrong Meijer #119, Amy Askelson Meijer #21, Janice Bonner Meijer #248, Kathleen Brewington Meijer #201, Deandre
Campbell JBS, Joshua Cruz Meijer #205, Jasma Flowers Meijer #19, Charles Friar Meijer #21, Camie Gallagher Rite Aid #1529, Rebecca Germain Meijer #294, Carol Gillespie
Meijer #50, Brenda Glerum Meijer #279, John Goff Meijer #257, Aaron Lee Hammond Meijer #90, George Hazen Meijer #203, Cora House Meijer #302, Asia Johnson
Meijer #216, Larry Lewis Kroger #738, Patrick Macomber JBS, Diane Marsman Meijer #271, Jennifer Mayer Meijer #257, Robert Mitchell JBS, Julia Moreira Rite Aid #1470,
Mary Porter Meijer #71, Megan Potts Rite Aid #4977, Randolph Reichardt Meijer #171, Dustin Rinock Meijer #257, William Russell Meijer #254, Donoven Setler Meijer #195,
Ronald Skutt Meijer #312, Stephanie Stewart Meijer #36, Jessica Stier Meijer #311, Karen Denise Strickland Meijer #311, Sandra Tardani LM Foods #676, Shane Tripp Rite Aid
#1521
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Member Only Events & Programs
Detroit PistonS

Vs.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2020 @ 7:00pm
AT LITTLE CAESARS ARENA

charlotte
hornets

UFCW 951 is offering members discounted tickets to the Detroit Pistons vs.
Charlotte Hornets game on Monday, February 10 at 7:00 p.m. Members can buy
upper or lower bowl tickets, and either drive themselves or ride the bus from
Grand Rapids or Lansing. See prices below on the order form.
All tickets come preloaded with $10 to purchase food at the arena. Lower bowl
tickets include a Detroit Pistons logo item. Members driving themselves to the game
can also participate in a post-game shot on the court. Members who purchase the
first 18 drive-yourself-to-the-game tickets will participate the Pistons High Five
Tunnel experience. For every ticket sold, the Pistons will donate $5 to the UFCW
951 Foundation.
Orders MUST be received by Wednesday, January 1, 2020, but tickets could sell out before then.

Detroit Pistons Event Order Form: FEBRUARY 10, 2020
Mail completed form with a check or money order made payable to UFCW 951 to:
UFCW 951; 3270 Evergreen Dr. NE; Grand Rapids, MI 49525.

Member Name:_________________________________________________________
Employer & Unit #:________________ Phone: (

) ______________ Cell Home

Email: _________________________________________________________________
Home Address:___________________________________________________________
City:___________________________________ State:___________ Zip:____________
If your guest(s) are coworkers, write their name(s): ______________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Drive Yourself to the Game:
LOWER One Ticket $33 OR Two Tickets $66 = $_________________________
BOWL
Additional tickets: __________ X $45 = $_________________________
TICKETS
Total = $_________________________
One Ticket $18 OR Two Tickets $36 = $_________________________
UPPER
BOWL
Additional tickets: __________ X $30 = $_________________________
TICKETS
Total = $_________________________

Ride the Bus to the Game:
LOWER One Ticket $53 OR Two Tickets $106 = $_________________________
BOWL
I will board the bus in: q Grand Rapids q Lansing
TICKETS
One Ticket $38 OR Two Tickets $76 = $_________________________
UPPER
BOWL
I will board the bus in: q Grand Rapids q Lansing
TICKETS
This event is a benefit of membership in Local 951. Members may bring guests such as family members. Local 951 reserves the right to
refuse admission to any person because of space limitations or if the person chose not to become a member while working in a store
or plant represented by Local 951.

UFCW 951 members fill up the hall at UFCW 876 in Madison Heights, in September,
for the UFCW 2020 Presidential Forum.

ufCW InternationaL hostS 2020
presidentiaL candidatE forum
The UFCW International hosted
two presidential candidate forums,
one in Michigan in September and
a second in Iowa in October.
Members of UFCW were able
to hear from multiple presidential
candidates about their platforms
and how they will help working
families.
In Madison Heights, Michigan,
members from UFCW 951 and
a number of other unions were
able to hear from Senators Amy
Klobuchar and Elizabeth Warren.
“I wanted to get a better idea
of the candidates and see what
they stand for, especially on union
issues and how they’re going to
support us, as union members in
this upcomng election, and I got
just what I came for," Octavia
Winfield, a steward from Meijer
#65 in Utica said. "We need
people that are real and come
from the heart and represent us
as union people. We’re the middle
class and the people that keep this
country running, and I want to see
candidates that stand for that and
fight for that.”
In Altoona, Iowa, members
from multiple UFCW locals heard
from former Vice President Joe
Biden, Senator Michael Bennet,
Montana Governor Steve Bullock,
South Bend, Indiana Mayor Pete
Buttigieg and Senator Kamala
Harris were present. Senator

Bernie Sanders also participated
via Skype.
The candidates touched on
multiple topics including health
care, line speeds, sick leave, voting
rights, immigration, collective
bargaining, taxes, livable wages,
unionization and automation.
Candidates in the forums were
asked questions by audience
members as well as pre-recorded
video questions. The forums were
moderated by UFCW International
President Marc Perrone.
Via video in Madison Heights,
UFCW 951 member Andres
Escobedo from JBS was able
to ask Warren her thoughts on
immigration, while Gloria Hall
from Kroger #884 in Lansing, was
able to ask Biden about a paid
sick leave policy.

Senator Elizabeth Warren with UFCW
951 President John Cakmakci.

QUARTERLY MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS

UFCW 951 members enjoyed
a day in Chicago on Tuesday,
September 17.
Members were able to purchase
up to two tickets for $30 each
and had multiple locations to be
picked up from, including Saginaw,
Swartz Creek, Lansing, Grand
Rapids, Madison Heights, Jackson,
Kalamazoo and Stevensville.
Chicago's
Buckingham
Fountain
in Grant
Park, from
member
Shannon
VanderPloeg.
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Members had the option of
being dropped off at Museum Row,
Navy Pier or the Magnificent Mile.
For the sold-out event, which
featured a bright and warm day,
guests visited Navy Pier, the John
Hancock Center and architectural
and boat tours, and of course
enjoyed Chicago's famous
restaurants and shopping.

Membership meetings are
Northern Region
one way you can ask questions, Holiday Inn Express
get involved and hear what’s
525 Dickerson Rd.
going on with your employer,
Gaylord
your industry and your union!
Eastern Region
UAW Local 228
39209 Mound Rd.
Sterling Heights

Wednesday,
January 22
at 7 PM

"

Central Region
UAW Local 652
426 Clare St.
Lansing
Western Region
UFCW 951 Office
3270 Evergreen Dr. NE
Grand Rapids

I really enjoyed myself at the
Chicago Navy Pier. My mother and I
went on two boat tours. The first tour
was the Classic tour for 40 minutes and the
second tour was the Architectural tour; it
was 75 minutes. The boat tours were very
educational and the ride was smooth."
— Deana Bentley, from Meijer #43 in
Saginaw, pictured with her mother

